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ka matalab telugu me, telugu sense of cognizable, cognizable sense dictionary. cognizable in telugu. Translation and meaning of knowledge in the English Telugu dictionary. Provided by KitkatWords.com: a free online image dictionary. On this page you will get the synonyms, definition,
meanings and translation of it is conscious in telugu with similar words. Maxgyan.com is an online Telugu English dictionary. Know the response of what is the telugu meaning of the cognisable offence and the non-cognisable offence are classifications of the crime used in the legal system of
India,[1] Sri Lanka, Bangladesh,[2] and Pakistan. Non-conscious offences include misconduct, public annoyance, etc. Definition In general, a credible offence is defined as an offence in which a police officer has the power to make an arrest without a warrant and to open an investigation with
or without the authorization of a court. On the other hand, in the case of a non-credible offence, a police officer does not have the authority to make an arrest without a warrant and an investigation cannot be opened without a court order. The police can only file a first information report (FIR)
for conscious offences. In cognizable cases, the police may investigate without prior authorization from the magistrate. Cases of knowledge are more serious than unconscious cases. [3] Typically, serious offences are defined as credible and are usually punishable by three years or more.
[4] In India, India, crimes such as rape, murder and theft are considered to be known in contrast to crimes such as public nuisance, injury and mischief. [5] In general, non-conscious offences are subject to bail and placed under the First Calendar of the Indian Penal Code (IPC). On 12
November 2013, the Supreme Court of India declared that it was mandatory for the police to register an initial information report for all complaints in which a credible offence was discovered. [6] Procedure Article 154 of the Code of India's 1973 criminal order states: Any information relating
to the commission of a conscious offence, if given orally to an officer in charge of a police station, is reduced to writing by him or under his direction, and be read to the informant; and all this information, whether provided in writing or reduced to writing as mentioned above, is signed by
person who gives it, and the substance of it is inscribed in a book to be held by the agent in the form that the state government may prescribe in that name. A copy of the information in the subsection (1) is provided immediately, free of charge, to the informant. Anyone who is aggrieved by a
refusal by an officer in charge of a police station to record the information in the subsection (1) may send the substance of that information, in writing and in the mail, to the superintendent of the police concerned who, if he is satisfied that this information reveals the commission of a credible
offence, investigates the matter himself or orders that an investigation be conducted by any police officer subordinated to him, as stipulated in this Code, and that that officer has all the powers of an officer in charge of the police station in relation to that offence. [7] References - James
Vadackumchery (January 1, 1997). Indian police and miscarriage of justice. APH Publishing. 12. ISBN 978-81-7024-792-0. Excerpted April 9, 2014. Sayeed Raas Maswod. Bangladeshi intellectual property law in a nutshell. Lulu.com. 117. ISBN 978-0-557-64210-6. Excerpted April 9, 2014.
What is an FIR? (PDF). Commonwealth Human Rights Initiative. Excerpted May 5, 2014. Sunil Goel (2005). Courts, police authorities and ordinary men. Sunil Goel. 117. ISBN 978-81-907218-0-6. Excerpted April 9, 2014. Doel Mukerjee; Maja. Remier Information Report (F.I.R (PDF).
Commonwealth Human Rights Initiative. Excerpted May 5, 2014. The police cannot dodge FIR if the conscious offence is disclosed. The Hindu. November 12, 2013. Excerpted May 5, 2014. Abhinav Prakash; American Law Institute (2007). Code of Criminal Procedure. Universal Law
Publishing. 88-89. GGKEY:YAA8ZAH3645. Excerpted May 5, 2014. This law enforcement section is a heel. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.vte Excerpt from Word Cognizable Telugu Meaning రణ  అర ౖన, రణ యడ న  అర ౖన able to be known / Able to be known or
apprehended/perceptible; Clearly identifiable., Use⇒ The bank reiterated that no credible impact is expected on financial markets due to the dollar's exit. Known synonyms, cognoscible, perceptible, perceptible, recognizable, comprehensible, perceptible, perceptible, perceptible, sensitive,
appreciable, articulated, authentic, understandable, detectable, unfathomable, intelligible, penetrating, readable, recognizable, Antonyms unknowing, transcendent, English to Telugu Meaning: Word Pronounce: Store Favorite: Cognizable - నత నOther Rliging to be known (1) The mere
meeting of competitors to exchange information, without having a credible impact on the market, would not constitute a concerted practice. (2) In such circumstances, a claim may be made under Article 3 that would fail under the Refugee Convention. (3) It is natural that a metal, which also
has a number of other qualities, such as divisible, portable, conscious, etc., should be the general means of exchange. (4) The first diagnostic lesson is that this evil finds a distinct and uniform expression in the external manifestations of life, cognizable by our senses. (5) These facts,
together, are in addition to a claim for conscious malpractice. (6) The bank reiterated that there is no credible impact on financial markets due to dollar outflows. (7) What if police station staff do not accept complaints of credible violations? (8) Cruelty to women was made a credible crime in
1984, which is a great help for victims of domestic violence. (9) Each of these men could use the civil courts to assert the rights that are known in these courts. (10) We do not disagree with Your Honour, that in these circumstances such a group may still be a credible social group.

నత న English to the Telugu Dictionary: meaning and definitions of the Telugu language, that is to say recognizable. Also find the spoken pronunciation of knowledge in Telugu and English. Tags for the entry cognizable What this means in Telugu, conscious meaning in Telugu,
conscious definition, examples and pronunciation of knowledge in the Telugu language. Android App iPhone App All Indian Newspapers Your favorite words Currently you don't have a favorite word. To make a favorite word, you need to click the heart button. Wanted term: incognizable and
non-cognizable offences. If you are sure of the correct spelling of conscious and non-cognizable term offenses, then it seems conscious term and non-cognizable offenses are not available at this time in Telugu  dictionary database. Please try to search root term without suffix, prefix or
re-search for the exact term cognizable and non-cognizable infractions in the near future.OR Add/Suggest a cognizable word and non-cognizable infractions to include in the databse. We appreciate your contributions. Thank you! Cognizable Offences - Non-cognizable offences to lawnn
COGNIZABLE AND NOT COGNIZABLE INFRACTIONS COGNIZABLE INFRACTIONS: Article 2 (c) of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973 defines cognizable offences. Offence is defined as an incognizable case in which a police officer may arrest without a warrant, in accordance with
the first annex of the 1973 Code of Criminal Procedure or under any other law in force at this time. Cognizable offences are offences that are serious. Like for example: Do or attempt to wage war, or encourage war against the government of India, Murder, Rape, Death by Dowry,
Kidnapping, Theft, Criminal Abuse of Trust, Unnatural Offences. Section 154 of the 1973 Code of Criminal Procedure provides that, under a conscious offence, the police officer must receive the first information report on the offence that may be committed. The power to investigate cases
that can be cognizable any officer in charge of a police station, without the order of a magistrate, investigates any case which, according to which a court competent in the area within that station, would have the power to investigate or try under the provisions of the Code of Criminal
Procedure. In Lalita Kumari v. Govt. on 12 November 2013, the Police ruled that a police force must register the FIR to receive a complaint if this information reveals a credible offence, and no preliminary investigation is permitted in such a situatio. The police cannot refuse to register the
case on the grounds that it is unreliable or credible (Smt. Gurmito vs. State of Punjab And Ors 1996 CriLJ 1254 P-amp;H). In addition, the refusal to register the FIR on the grounds that the place of crime does not fall within the territorial jurisdiction of the police station amounts to a breach of
duty. Information on conscious offences should be recorded and forwarded to the appropriate police station (State of Andhra Pradesh vs. Punati Ramulu And Others, AIR 1993 SC 2644). It is the duty of the officer in charge of the police station to register an FIR when the investigation under
section 156(3) of the CRPC is directed by the magistrate, even when the magistrate does not explicitly say so (Mohd. Yoysuf vs. Afaq Jahan, (2006), CSC 627). NON-COGNIZABLE INFRACTIONS: An unconscious offence has been defined in Article 2 (l) of the 1973 Code of Criminal
Procedure. An unreserved offence is an offence for which, and as not known refers to a case in which a police officer without a warrant does not have the power to arrest. Non-cognizable offences are not of a very serious nature. Example - Assault, cheating, forgery, Article 155 of the Code
of Criminal Procedure 1973 provides that, in an offence or a non-conscious case, the police officer cannot receive or register the FIR unless he obtains prior authorization from the magistrate. In the event of a non-cognizable offence, it is important that the police officer obtain the
magistrate's permission to open the investigation. In these arrest offences, the following steps must be followed: filing of the F.I.R. complaint/investigation charge sheet, charge sheet to be filed in court First Instance Final Arrest Order if was done. Kunhumuhammed v. kerala State, the court
found that the report of a police officer the investigation contrary to paragraph 155(2)[3] could be considered a complaint under paragraph S. 2 (d) and paragraph 190(1)a). It is necessary that at the beginning of the investigation the police officer be led to believe that the case involved the
commission of a reasonable offence or that it had doubts about the same offence and that the investigation only established the commission of a non-unknowable offence. Usually, a private citizen who intends to bring criminal proceedings against an offence has two courses available to
him or her. He may file an FIR in front of the police if the offence is conscious; or he can file a complaint with a competent judicial magistrate, whether the offence is conscious or not. In Chinnaswami v. Kuppuswami, it has been observed that the purpose of the Code is to ensure the
freedom and security of the subject in that it gives him the right to come to court provided that he considers that a wrong has been done to the Republic or him and is a control over the vagaries of the police. DEDS BETWEEN THE COGNIZABLE AND NON COGNIZABLE MOTIFS OF
INCNIZABLE INFRACTIONS NO COGNIZABLE Offences Arrest a police officer can arrest without a warrant for such offences a police officer does not have the power to arrest without a warrant for such offences Nature of crime Grave Not much serious recorded FIR FIR can be registered
without the authorization of the magistrate FIR        Murder,        Rape,        Death by dowry,        Assault,        Cheating,        Counterfeit, Photo by roya ann miller - Advertising - - Advertising - - -
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